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Abstract: The time-variation in asset correlations have broad implications in asset pricing, portfolio 
management and hedging. Numerous studies in the literature have found that the change in correlations is 
mainly related to the magnitude of market movements, hence volatility. However, recent research finds that 
the size of markets fluctuations is not necessarily the primary driver for the time-variation in correlations, 
but that the effect of market movements is amplified in times of high financial distress, characterised by low 
liquidity. This paper seeks to investigate the effect of liquidity on time-varying correlations among different 
asset classes, namely stocks, corporate bonds and commodities. Our findings show that liquidity indeed has a 
significant effect on the time-variation in asset correlations, particularly in the case of how bond returns co-
move with other asset classes. We observe that higher liquidity risk is associated with lower correlation of 
bond returns with stocks as well as commodities. Our findings suggest that measures of liquidity risk can 
improve models of correlations; and potentially help improve the effectiveness of risk management strategies 
during periods of financial distress. 
JEL Codes: C22, G10. 
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1. Introduction  
 
Correlations are critical in portfolio allocation decisions and assessing risks associated with investment 
positions. The modern portfolio theory (Markowitz, 1952) is built upon the notion that investors can 
diversify away asset specific risks by allocating investment positions to assets with low correlations in order 
to eliminate as much diversifiable risk as possible in the portfolio. As such, investors measure the correlation 
coefficients between the returns of different assets and strategically identify asset combinations that will 
result in a balanced portfolio composition. However, the empirical evidence from the finance literature 
suggests that correlations are not stable and are in fact highly variable, depending on the state of the market. 
As Engle (2002) notes, return correlation and volatilities follow a dynamic pattern as asset co-movements 
adjust to the most recent information. Hence, in order to maintain an optimally diversified portfolio, it is of 
critical importance to identify the drivers of correlations in order to accurately forecast correlations of 
returns (Engle, 2002).  
 
There has been extensive work in measuring and understanding the basis for the time-variation in 
correlations, specifically when it comes to their relation to market movements. Clearly, from a risk averse 
investor’s perspective, diversification is needed the most during periods of market turbulence. Campbell, 
Koedijk, and Koftnan (2002) state that thecorrelation estimates that are conditional on the size of market 
movements are mostly relevant to investment analysts in times of extreme market conditions characterized 
by large price movements. During bearish market periods, investors can benefit from diversification as a 
decline in the value of some assets can be offset by a rise in the value of the others. Consequently, a number of 
studies including Ramchand and  Susmel (1998), Longin and Solnik (1995), Boyer, Gibson and Loretan, 
(1999), and Loretan and English (2000) have proposed correlation estimates conditional on market returns 
below or above a specific threshold. However, Campbell, Koedijk, and Koftnan (2002) suggest that these 
studies suffer from a theoretical estimation bias, as correlation is not only dependent on the size of market 
movements, but is affected by the market state asymmetrically in that it increases specifically in bearish 
market states. This observation suggests that the state of the market serves as an indirect driver of 
correlation and instead, there is an underlying market factor that brings about the market state effect on 
correlations. Our goal in this study is to examine whether market liquidity plays a role as the underlying 
market factor. 
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The motivation of our study stems primarily from Moro and Beker(2016) who characterise financial crises as 
the combination of asymmetric information and illiquidity that gives rise to the possibility of a funding crisis, 
a situation whereby all depositors want their cash back. In line with an earlier study by Amihud, Mendelson 
and Wood (1990) which found that the crash of 1987 occurred particularly due to the rise in market 
illiquidity, Moro and Beker (2016) further state that a security crisis is associated with an increase in demand 
for more liquid securities. In another related work, Pástor and Stambaugh (2003) also found that their 
liquidity measure sharply dropped in times of severe financial distress. In fact, in a recent study, examining 
the time-varying correlations between equity and currency returns, Jung (2017) argue that idiosyncratic 
volatility driven by the volatility in market liquidity acts as a channel that drives the time-variation in 
currency-equity correlations.All this evidence raises a question as to whether liquidity could possibly serve as 
the underlying factor, drivingthe time-variation incorrelations and/or amplifying the effect of volatility on 
correlations among asset classses, particularly in times of financial distress.  
 
This paper examines the effect of liquidity on the time-variation in the correlations among three major asset 
classes, particularly stocks, corporate bonds and commodities. Given the evidence in the literature, it seems 
reasonable to expect investors to require higher returns for illiquid assets (Pastor & Stambaugh, 2003). 
Hence, it is hypothesized that asset correlations will partially be driven by their exposure to market liquidity 
shocks, leading to a liquidity effect on correlation, negative or positive, depending on the financial market 
environment. Understanding the potential liquidity effect on asset correlations would allow portfolio 
managers to make more informed decision on optimal portfolio allocation decisions, especially in times of 
financial distress when liquidity is low. Thus, by including liquidity as a predictor variable in forecasting 
models for correlation, fund managers can formulate optimal portfolio allocations conditional on the state of 
liquidity in the market. To that end, the analysis can open the path to a liquidity-based investment strategy in 
which liquidity proxies are used to predict asset correlations and compute optimal asset positions 
accordingly. 
 
Our findings suggest that liquidity indeed has a significant effect on the time-variation in asset correlations, 
particularly in the case of how bond returns co-move with other asset classes. We observe that higher 
liquidity risk is associated with lower correlation of bond returns with stocks as well as commodities. While 
higher volatility is generally found to be associated with increased correlations, consistent with earlier 
research, we argue that the negative effect of liquidity on correlations is driven by shifts in risk aversion that 
drives investors to shift funds out of relatively riskier asset classes during periods of market stress. This 
argument is further supported by the analysis of sub-periods based on the structural breaks in the time 
series. We see that the negative liquidity effect on correlations is driven by strong results observed during the 
sub-sample that corresponds to the global financial crisis period when investors’ aversion to risk likely 
experienced a significant regime shift. Interestingly however, we observe the opposite effect when it comes to 
commodity-equity market correlations. Although we do not observe a significant liquidity effect for the full 
sample, we find a positive liquidity effect on commodity-stock market correlations during the crisis period, 
most likely due to investors shifting their funds out of these risky assets into the relatively safer bonds, hence 
creating a positive correlation effect captured by rising liquidity risk during that period. Nevertheless, our 
findings suggest that measures of liquidity risk can improve models of correlations and potentially help 
improve the effectiveness of risk management strategies during periods of turbulence. The rest of the paper is 
structured as follows: Section 2 will explore past literature on conditional correlation, how to measure it and 
possible factors that drive the time-variation in correlation. Section 3 will explain the data and methodology 
employed in the study. Section 4 will discuss the empirical results and section 5 will provide a brief summary 
to conclude the paper.  
 
2. Literature Review 
 
Time varying correlation: Reliable estimates of correlation between financial assets have been the subject 
of extensive research. As mentioned earlier, correlation plays a critical role in asset pricing and risk allocation 
exercises. Modern portfolio theory developed by Harry Markowitz (1952) states that diversification plays an 
imperative role in hedging against individual securities’ downturns within a portfolio, placing correlation as 
the basis of diversification. An optimal decision in forming a portfolio would be to include securities that have 
low correlations, so that downward movements in one security could be offset by an upward movement in 
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another. Later works by Levy and Sarnat (1970), Grubel and Fadner (1971), Lessard (1973) and Solnik 
(1974) have also emphasized the important role correlation plays in constructing an optimal portfolio in an 
international context. 
 
The literature offers numerous studies that have tried to explore the nature of correlation. Kaplanis (1988) 
studied the stability of correlation and covariance matrices between the returns of ten major stock markets. 
Comparing correlations estimated over sub-periods of 46 months using the likelihood ratio tests, he failed to 
reject the null hypothesis that the correlation matrix is constant over two adjacent sub-periods, hence 
concluded that correlation was stable over time. Ratner (1992) also claimed that the international 
correlations remained constant over the period between 1973 and 1989. However, contrast to this literature, 
studies by Koch and Koch (1991), Von Furstenberg and Jeon (1989), King, Sentana and Wadhwani (1994) and 
Longin and Solnik (1995) reported opposite results. Koch and Koch (1991) investigated how dynamic 
linkages among the daily rates of return of eight national stock indexes have evolved since 1972. A dynamic 
simultaneous equations model (the Chow test) was employed to show that correlation was time varying. A 
similar conclusion was reached by Von Furstenberg and Jeon (1989) using a vector autoregression model 
(VAR) for four markets and a very short time period between 1986 and 1988, which King, Sentana and 
Wadhwani (1992) claimed was possibly due to a transitory increase caused by the 1987 crises. Longin and 
Solnik (1995) studied the correlation of monthly excess returns for seven major countries over a longer 
period between 1960 and 1990. They used a multivariate generalized autoregressive conditional 
heteroskedasticity (GARCH) model and found that the international covariance and correlation matrices are 
unstable over time. Recent papers including Moskowitz (2003), DeMiguel, Garlappi and Uppal (2009), Chong 
and Miffre (2010) and Adrian and Brunnermeier (2016) also recognised that correlation was non-stationary. 
All this evidence, therefore has led to a general consensus that correlations among financial assets have time-
varying patterns driven by changes in market characteristics.  
 
Measures of time-varying correlation: With the variety of measures that can be used to measure co-
movement, the mission for reliable estimates of correlations between financial asset returns has been the 
motivation for numerous academic studies. Engle, Granger, and Kraft (1984) present an early version as “a 
bivariate generalization of Engle’s ARCH model”. This view is conceptually appealing and has found 
widespread use in practice. This was later extended to GARCH-type models. According to Tse and Tsui 
(2002), this extension follows a traditional autoregressive moving average time series analogy. It is very 
broad and includes a large number of parameters while empirical applications require further limitations. 
Because of its computational simplicity, the CC-MGARCH model is widely used in empirical research. 
However, although the constant-correlation assumption in this framework provides a convenient MGARCH 
model for estimation, many studies find that this assumption is not supported by financial data (e.g. Tse and 
Tsui, 2002). In a recent study, Adams, Füss, and Glück (2017) provide evidence that spurious correlation 
dynamics occur in response to financial shocks that are large enough to cause a structural break in the time-
series of correlations. As a result, they argue that a rolling-window sample correlation is often a better choice 
for empirical applications in finance. Not only are rolling-window sample correlations simple, they are an 
effective way to measure dynamic correlations and lead to better portfolio performance. 
 
Determinants of conditional correlation: Fang , Yu, and Lia (2017) stated that not only is correlation 
important for investment diversification and risk management, it is helpful for policy makers and portfolio 
managers to understand the factors driving the long-run correlations related to macroeconomic variables. 
Studying how the changes in correlation between crude oil and the US stock market movements are related to 
economic policy uncertainty, the authors found that policy uncertainty has a positive impact on correlation. 
Most studies in the literature, however, found that correlation changes with the size of market movements (or 
the volatility of market returns). Examining the time-varying correlations between fixed income securities, 
stocks and commodities, Chong and Miffre (2010) found that the correlation between commodities and 
stocks fall in times when market risk is high. Furthermore, the correlation between fixed income securities 
and stocks were found to decrease in times of high volatility with a rise in volatility in fixed income securities 
accompanied by a decrease in correlation between the two asset classes. This suggests that diversification 
benefits of commodities are not as large in periods of volatile long-term interest rates, unlike stocks and 
short-term interest rate instruments. 
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Although the findings that correlations vary over time does not necessarily imply that correlations depend on 
the size of market movements, evidence was found that correlations increase during periods of decreasing 
global market returns. Campbell, Koedijk and Koftnan (2002) found that correlations among international 
equity returns increase in bear markets. This suggests that large negative returns from international equity 
markets tend to increase co-movements among asset classes. This was also evident during the past financial 
crises. Moro and Beker (2016) characterise financial crises as the combination of asymmetric information 
and illiquidity that gives rise to the possibility of a banking crisis, a situation whereby all depositors want 
their cash back. They further state that a security crisis is associated with an increase in demand for liquidity 
or more liquid securities. These findings are in line with the earlier finding by Amihud, Mendelson and Wood 
(1990) that the crash of 1987 occurred in part because of a rise in market illiquidity. This then raises a 
question as to whether liquidity actually does affect the time-variation in correlations between two asset 
classes and/or amplifies the effect of volatility on correlation dynamics.  
 
Liquidity: Liquidity, a fundamental concept in finance, can be characterized as the capacity to trade an asset 
quickly and at low cost. Standard equilibrium asset pricing models assume that markets are free from 
imperfections, hence disregard the trading costs as well as whether or not an asset can be traded in a 
reasonable amount of time. The recent financial crises, however, suggested that at times of severe market 
conditions, liquidity can decline or even vanish. Such liquidity shocks are a potential channel through which 
asset prices are influenced beyond which can be explained by standard models. Amihud and Mendelson 
(1986) stated that improved liquidity is expected to increase security values because rational investors 
dicount secutrities more heavily in the presence of higher trading costs (holding other things equal). This was 
further supported by Pástor amd Stambaugh (2003) who stated that it is reasonable to expect investors to 
require higher returns for illiquid assets, implying that liquidity does have an impact on returns. Other 
studies by Gady , David  and Gottesman (2000);Jones (2002) and Amihud (2002) also show that liquidity has 
predictive power over expected returns. A number of studies documented liquidity to be low in times of 
financial distress. Chordia, Roll and Subrahmanyam (2001) observed that liquidity measures plummeted in 
down markets and  Jones (2002) found that the sharp decline in liquidity often coincided with market 
downturns. These studies, however, haveproposed different measures of liquidity in their empirical analysis 
(Muneer et al., 2011). Pástor and Stambaugh (2003) who also proposed an alternative measure of liquidity 
based on the dollar volume of stocks in the market, found that liquidity showed a sharp decline during 
Russian debt crises, the political unrest of 1970 in the US and the Asian fiancial crises in 1997. These are 
events characterised by high volatility in financial markets and increased correlation between different asset 
classes as they all experience a large decline in market returns.  
 
Earlier studies on liquidity were primarily focused on its cross-sectional determinants, and were limited to 
equity markets (e.g., Benston and Hagerman, 1974; and Stoll, 1978)). As more data became available, recent 
studies have moved their attention to the time-series properties of liquidity in equity and fixed-income 
markets. Chordia, Roll and Subrahmanyam (2000), Huberman and Halka (2001) and Hasbrouck and Seppi 
(2001) reported shared characteristics in trading activity and liquidity in the equity markets. Chordia, Roll 
and Subrahmanyam, (2001) studied daily aggregate equity market spreads, depths and trading activity over 
an extended period to show weekly regularities in equity liquidity and the influence of market returns, 
volatility and interest rates on liquidity. In other studies, Fleming (2003) analysed the time-series of a set of 
liquidity measures for the bond market; Huang, Cai and Wang (2001) related liquidity to return volatility, 
while Brandt and Kavajecz (2004) studied the relationship between liquidity, order flow and the yield curve. 
Similarly, Fleming and Remolona (1999) and Balduzzi, Elton and Clifton (2001) analysed returns, spreads, 
and trading volume in bond markets around economic announcements. However, there have been very few 
studies on how the time-variation in market liquidity relates to correlation dynamics. Although it has been 
found that correlation increases in times of bearish markets and times of extreme financial distress, i.e. 
periods that can be characterised with low liquidity, there have been limited studies on how liquidity could 
potentially amplify the effect of volatility of conditional correlations. Therefore, this paper investigates the 
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3. Data and Methodology 
 
Data: The dataset includes daily returns for the S&P 500 index; the S&P 500 high yield corporate bond index 
and the S&P Goldman Sachs commodity index to represent the broad asset classes of equities, bonds and 
commodities, respectively. The data is sourced from Data stream of Thomson Reuters. Note that daily data is 
used to compute correlations using rolling windows for each month and all subsequent estimations are 
performed using monthly data. The data period chosen is solely based on the availability of the data. Since the 
liquidity data is available from 1988, the S&P Goldman Sachs commodity index and the S&P equity index data 
starts in 1988, while the S&P 500 high yield corporate bond index data starts in 1995 when it becomes 
available. In the case of market liquidity, the liquidity measure by Pástor and Stambaugh (2003) is publicly 
available on Lubos Pastor’s website. 
 
Variables Specification: Table 1 presents the descriptions of the primary variables of interest in our 
estimations. The measure of liquidity used in this paper follows the work of Pástor and Stambaugh (2003). In 
their model, market liquidity in a given month is estimated as an equally weighted average of liquidity 
measures of individual stocks computed using daily data within a month. In this methodology, the liquidity of 
stock 𝑖 in month 𝑡 is estimated as the OLS estimate for𝛾𝑖,𝑡  in the following regression:  
 
𝑟𝑖,𝑑+1,𝑡
𝑒 = 𝜃𝑖,𝑡 + 𝛷𝑖𝑟𝑖,𝑑,𝑡 + 𝛾𝑖,𝑡𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛(𝑟𝑖,𝑑,𝑡
𝑒 ). 𝑣𝑖,𝑑,𝑡 + 𝜖𝑖,𝑑+1,𝑡   (1) 
 
where 𝑟𝑖,𝑑,𝑡  is the return on stock 𝑖 on day 𝑑 in month 𝑡, 𝑟𝑖,𝑑,𝑡
𝑒  =𝑟𝑖,𝑑,𝑡 − 𝑟𝑚,𝑑,𝑡  with 𝑟𝑚,𝑑,𝑡as the value-weighted 
market return on day 𝑑 in month 𝑡. 𝑣𝑖,𝑑,𝑡  is the dollar volume for stock 𝑖 on day 𝑑 in month 𝑡. Although the OLS 
slope coefficient 𝛾𝑖,𝑡  is an imprecise estimate of a given stock’s 𝛾𝑖,𝑡 , the market-wide average liquidity in 
month 𝑡is estimated more precisely. Pástor and Stambaugh, (2003) argue that the disturbances in equation 
(1) are less than perfectly correlated across stocks, therefore, the higher the number (N) of stocks included in 






𝑖=1      (2) 
 
Having estimated the liquidity betas for each stock, Pástor and Stambaugh, (2003) then sort the stocks by 
their liquidity betas and assign stocks to 10 portfolios based on their risk exposures with respect to liquidity. 
The traded liquidity factor is the value-weighted return on the 10-1 portfolio, reflecting the return spread 
between stock portfolios with high and low liquidity exposures. Finally, the authors show that this traded 
liquidity factor has a positive and significant alpha, implying that liquidity risk is indeed priced in the cross-
section of returns. Hence, their measure of liquidity is more of a measure of the cost of liquidity or liquidity 
risk rather than liquidity itself. In our application, we use the traded liquidity factor as our measure of 
liquidity, i.e. 𝐿𝑖𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑑𝑖𝑡𝑦𝑡 , in month t. 
 
In the case of volatility, we use daily return data to calculate the realised volatility each month as the sum of 
daily squared returns over a month (Andersen and Bollerslev, 1998) for each asset (commodities, stocks and 
bonds) using the formula  
𝑅𝑉𝑡 =  ∑ 𝑟𝑖
2𝑀
𝑖=1       (3) 
where 𝑟𝑖  is the return on the asset class on day i and M is the number of daily returns in the month. Having 
computed the realised volatility values for each asset class (i) for each month (t), we then create a dummy 
variable 𝐷_𝑅𝑉𝑖,𝑡to represent months of high volatility for each asset class so that the dummy takes on the 
value of one if the realised volatility for asset class (i) in a given month exceeds the median realised volatility 




Rolling-window sample correlation: Before we test the effect liquidity on time-varying correlations, we 
first examine whether correlations between commodities, stocks and corporate bonds change overtime. As 
mentioned above, Adams, Füss and Glück (2017) argue that a rolling- window sample correlation is often a 
better choice for empirical applications in finance. As the authors note, not only is rolling-window sample 
correlation simple, but it is also an effective way to measure dynamic correlations and lead to better portfolio 
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performance. Rolling analysis in this context is outlined by Zivot and Wong (2006) who state that rolling 
analysis of a time series model is often used to assess the model’s stability over time. The factors that drive 
fluctuations in financial time series often change with the economic environment.  Hence, a common 
technique to assess the stability of a model’s parameters is to compute parameter estimates over a rolling-
window of a fixed size through the sample. In the event that the parameters are really consistent over the 
whole sample, then the estimates over the rolling-windows should be consistent with this pattern.  
 
In our empirical study, we estimate the time-varying correlations using a rolling window size of 60 months. 
We then test the significance of the estimated correlations using the following t-statistics:  




      (4) 
 
where ?̂?𝑖𝑗,𝑡  is the correlation between asset 𝑖 and 𝑗in month𝑡, 𝑛 is the window size, i.e. 60 months. The t-
statistics are then evaluated with the critical t-statistic at 5% confidence level of ± 1.96 in order to ascertain 
the significance of the correlations. 
 
Regression analysis with structural breaks: Having computed time-varying correlations, we then estimate 
the following model to determine whether liquidity has any effect on the correlations and whether the 
liquidity effect is amplified during periods of high volatility 
?̂?𝑖𝑗,𝑡 =   𝛼 + 𝛽1 ∗ 𝑙𝑖𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑑𝑖𝑡𝑦𝑡  + 𝛽2 ∗ 𝐷_𝑅𝑉𝑖,𝑡 +  𝛽3 ∗ 𝐷_𝑅𝑉𝑗,𝑡 + 𝜀𝑡    (5) 
 
where ?̂?𝑖𝑗,𝑡  is the rolling correlation between asset i and j, estimated using 60-monthrolling window 
size,𝐷_𝑅𝑉𝑖,𝑡is the dummy for high realised volatility for asset class𝑖.  In addition to the whole sample 
estimations, the model is also estimated with multiple breaks in order to account for structural changes in the 
data with unknown dates using Bai and Perron (2003) test of multiple structural breaks. In particular, we 
apply the powerful UDmax and WDmax tests to detect 1 to M structural breaks in the relationship between 
the correlations and the explanatory variables, allowing for heterogenous error distributions across the 
breaks.  
 
4. Empirical Results   
 
Full sample and rolling correlations: Table 2 presents the unconditional correlations among all asset 
classes over the whole sample period. We observe that the correlations are all positive and statistically 
significant although they are rather weak, suggesting that these assets classes can serve as diversifiers for 
each other. Figure 1 presents the estimated rolling correlations for commodities and stocks along with the 
rolling-window t-stats computed. The t-statistic critical value at 5% significance level (i.e., +1.96 and -1.96) is 
represented by the red dotted lines in the plots for t-stats. Examining the correlations for commodities and 
stocks, we observe notable variation in correlation dynamics across all pairs of assets. Examining the t-stats 
in Figure 1, we see that correlation is significant specifically between the year 1992 and 1994, as well as 
during the period between 2008 and 2016.1 The positive correlations observed during the post global 
financial crisis period suggest a coupling of these two asset classes, driving directional similarity in their 
returns. This period is also characterized by a strong coupling of oil market movements with the stock market 
(Bernanke, 2016). Similar results are observed in Figure 2 for the correlation between commodities and 
bonds, with significant correlations observed in 2001 as well as between 2008 and 2014, following the global 
financial crisis. Likewise, we observe significant time-variation in the correlation between stocks and bonds 
presented in Figure 3, with significant positive correlations observed during the post-global financial crisis 
period. These correlation estimates are consistent with the earlier studies by Koch and Koch (1991), Von 
Furstenberg and Jeon (1989), King, Sentana and Wadhwani (1994) and Longin and Solnik (1995) which 
found that correlation is time variant. Hence, we proceed to investigate whether liquidity plays any role in 
this process, and if yes, how it affects the time-variation in correlations, especially during periods of high 
volatility.   
                                                          
1 We also used a rolling window approach with 120 observations. Our results were qualitatively similar and are 
available upon request from the authors. 
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OLS regression results with breaks: Having estimated the time-varying correlations, we next estimate 
equation (5) for each pair of assets. Table 3 presents the findings for commodity-stock market correlations. 
Looking at the results for the full sample, we see that the realised volatility of commodities and stocks have a 
positive impact on changes in correlation between the two asset classes, although only realised volatility of 
commodities is significant. When breaks are introduced, realised volatility is found to have a significant 
positive relationship with conditional correlation between 1992 and 1996, as well as 2001 and 2008.  
Considering that the period between 1992 and 1996 was the dot-com era where investors were over excited 
on the new technology stocks driving the bubble during that period, and the commodity boom took place 
during the 2001-2008 period, the findings are in line with the previous evidence that high volatility has a 
positive effect on conditional correlations in times of bullish markets (Campbell, Koedijk and Koftnan, 
(2002)). Campbell et al (2002) also found that high volatility has a positive relationship with conditional 
correlation in times of bearish markets, supporting the general positive relationship between conditional 
correlation and high volatility.   
 
In the case of liquidity, we see that liquidity has a negative effect on the correlation between commodities and 
stocks. When breaks are introduced, we see that liquidity has a significant negative effect, particularly during 
the boom years of the dot-com era between 1992 and 1996. However, during the 2008 financial crises, 
liquidity is found to have a positive effect on conditional correlation. Hence, it seems that liquidity tends to 
affect correlations negatively during volatile periods. However, in times of high volatility accompanied by 
financial distress, liquidity has a positive relationship with correlation. During recessions or financial crises 
liquidity tends to be low and correlation between commodities and stocks rises, hence, the negative 
relationship between liquidity and time-varying correlation between the two securities. A significant 
investment implication of this finding is that active managers can use liquidity fluctuations to shift funds and 
in and out of these asset classes in order to generate excess returns. For example, by tracing market liquidity 
measures, one can devise a conditional investment strategy that shifts between staying focused during 
periods of high liquidity and diversifying into other assets during periods of low liquidity. Furthermore, given 
the interaction of volatility with liquidity, the above strategy can further be conditioned on the state of the 
market in terms of volatility. 
 
Examining Table 4 for the correlation between commodities and bonds, we see that realised volatility of 
commodities and bonds both have a negative relationship with conditional correlation, although they are not 
significant in the full sample. When breaks are introduced, realised volatility of bonds is significant with a 
negative sign between 2000 and 2003, the commodity boom period. In the same period, high volatility of 
commodities had a positive effect of correlation. This is in line with Chong and Miffre (2010) who found that a 
rise in volatility in fixed-income securities such as bonds is accompanied by a decrease in correlation between 
the two asset classes. This suggests that unlike bonds, the benefits of diversification coming from 
commodities have less impact in periods when market returns are highly volatile. However, considering the 
time of the financial crises of 2008, time varying correlation of both assets had a positive relationship with 
conditional correlation. On the other hand, liquidity is found to generally have a negative relationship with 
correlation.  When the breaks are introduced, unlike correlation between commodities and stocks where 
liquidity was found to have a positive effect on conditional correlation during the 2008 crises, liquidity now 
has a negative relationship with conditional correlation during the same period. This suggests in times of high 
volatility both asset classes are good for diversification as they experience lower correlation. However, 
considering the years between 2006 and 2009, the financial crises period, the high volatility in both securities 
had a positive effect on correlation.  This suggests that the two asset classes are good for diversification in 
times of high liquidity, but not as much in times of low liquidity when markets are under stress.  
 
In the case of correlation between stocks and bonds reported in Table 5, we observe similar results for the 
volatility effect on correlations as we observed for the other assets. We see that the realised volatility of 
stocks has a significant and positive effect on correlation. When breaks are introduced, however, we observe 
that realised volatility of both asset classes have a negative impact on time-varying correlations during the 
commodity boom years. It is possible that the financializing commodities during this period created an influx 
of stock market investors shifting funds across stock and commodity funds, thus creating a coupling of stock 
and commodity markets (consistent with the positive volatility effect in Table 3), leading to a lower 
association between bond and stock markets. However, considering the years between 2008 and 2011, the 
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financial crises period, the high volatility in both securities has a positive effect on correlation, implying that 
these two asset classes are good for diversification in times of high liquidity, but not as much in times of low 
liquidity when financial markets are under stress. 
 
Consistent with the earlier results, looking at the full sample results, we see that liquidity has a negative effect 
on time-varying correlations. When breaks are introduced, liquidity is found to have a significant negative 
effect, particularly in the aftermath of the dot-com crash and the financial crises of 2008. Fang, Yu and Lia 
(2017) find that during recessions or financial crises when uncertainty tends to be high, correlation between 
stocks and bonds rises. Times of high uncertainty tend to have low liquidity, hence, the negative relationship 
between liquidity and time-varying correlation between the two securities. In short, we show that 
correlations indeed have a time-varying nature and liquidity serves as a strong driver of correlations with 
heterogeneous effects across different asset classes. Particularly in the case of the correlations of bonds with 
stocks and commodities, we see that liquidity has a negative effect on correlations, while volatility has a 
positive marginal effect.  Hence, based on these results, one can argue that the combinations of commodities 
and bonds particularly can yield diversification benefits during normal times and not times of market stress. 
This implies that investors should use an amended variance-covariance matrix for portfolio analysis and risk 
management when concerned about downside risk (Campbell, Koedijk and Koftnan, 2002) and measures of 




Correlations are critical inputs for many of the common tasks of financial management, specifically in forming 
an optimal investment portfolio. Furthermore, it is of high importance for policy makers and portfolio 
managers to understand the factors driving the long-run correlations related to macroeconomic and financial 
variables. There has been extensive work in measuring and understanding the basis for the time-variation in 
correlations. Moro and Beker (2016) characterise financial crises as the combination of asymmetric 
information and illiquidity that gives rise to the possibility of a banking crisis, a situation whereby all 
depositors want their cash back. They further state that a security crisis is associated with an increase in 
demand for more liquid securities. This suggests that correlation between two securities would possibly be 
affected by liquidity, which raises a question as to whether the change in liquidity could potentially be the 
driver of conditional correlations among different asset classes. 
 
Our findings suggest that liquidity indeed has a direct effect on the time-variation in asset correlations, 
particularly in the case of how bond returns comove with other asset classes. We observe that higher liquidity 
risk is associated with lower correlation of bond returns with stock as well as commodities. While higher 
volatility is generally found to be associated with increased correlations, consistent with earlier research, it 
can be argued that the negative effect of liquidity on correlations is driven by shifts in risk aversion that 
drives investors to shift funds out of relatively riskier asset classes during periods of market stress. This 
argument is further supported by the analysis of sub-periods based on the structural breaks in the time 
series. We see that the negative liquidity effect on correlations is driven by strong results observed during the 
sub-sample that corresponds to the global financial crisis period when investors’ aversion to risk likely 
experienced a significant regime shift. Interestingly however, we observe the opposite effect when it comes to 
commodity-equity market correlations. Although we do not observe a significant liquidity effect for the full 
sample, we find a positive liquidity effect on commodity-stock market correlations during the crisis period, 
most likely due to investors shifting their funds out of these risky assets into the relatively safer bonds, hence 
creating a positive correlation effect captured by rising liquidity risk during that period.  
 
The liquidity effect on asset correlations and its interaction with market volatility can be utilized to devise 
active portfolio management strategies, conditional on the state of market liquidity. Since the traded liquidity 
factor used in our empirical analysis can be computed and updated using stock price data, one can identify 
thresholds on the level of liquidity and use this threshold as a signal to shift funds and in and out of these 
asset classes in order to generate excess returns. For example, by tracing market liquidity measures, one can 
devise a conditional investment strategy that shifts between staying focused during periods of high liquidity 
and diversifying into other assets during periods of low liquidity. Furthermore, given the interaction of 
volatility with liquidity, the above strategy can further be conditioned on the state of the market in terms of 
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volatility in order to avoid large losses that can be sustained due to increased asset correlations. Overall, our 
findings suggest that measures of liquidity risk can improve models of correlations and potentially help 
improve the effectiveness of diversification strategies during periods of turbulence. There relationships are 
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Table 1: Variable names and description 
Name Description 
?̂?𝑖𝑗,𝑡  Time-varying correlation between asset  𝑖 and 𝑗 in month 𝑡. 
𝐿𝑖𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑑𝑖𝑡𝑦𝑡  Traded liquidity in month 𝑡.  
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Table 2: Full sample correlations 
 














Note: ***,**,* represent  1%, 5% and 10% significance levels respectively with t-statistics in square brackets.  
 
Table 3: commodities and stocks 
?̂?𝒄𝒔,𝒕 𝑫_𝑹𝑽𝒄,𝒕 𝑫_𝑹𝑽𝒔,𝒕 𝒍𝒊𝒒𝒖𝒊𝒅𝒊𝒕𝒚𝒕 
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Note: ***,**,* represent 1%, 5% and 10% significance levels respectively with p-values in parentheses and  t-
statistics in square brackets.  
 
Table 4: commodities and bonds 
?̂?𝒄𝒃,𝒕 𝑫_𝑹𝑽𝒄,𝒕 𝑫_𝑹𝑽𝒃,𝒕 𝒍𝒊𝒒𝒖𝒊𝒅𝒊𝒕𝒚𝒕 









    























2006M01  0.053* 0.134*** -0.592** 
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Note: ***,**,* represent 1%, 5% and 10% significance levels respectively with p-values in parentheses and t-
statistics in square brackets.  
 
Table 5: stocks and bonds 
?̂?𝒃𝒔,𝒕 𝑫_𝑹𝑽𝒃,𝒕 𝑫_𝑹𝑽𝒔,𝒕 𝒍𝒊𝒒𝒖𝒊𝒅𝒊𝒕𝒚𝒕 

































































Note: ***,**,* represent 1%, 5% and 10% significance levels respectively with p-values in parentheses and t-
statistics in square brackets.  
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